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INTRODUCTION
Growth equations that generate sigmoid curves with asymptotic size are popular models for the description of growth (Richards, 1959; Fitzhugh, 1976) . They remain a field of regular innovations (Leary et al., 1997; Birch, 1999; West et al., 2001; Tsoularis and Wallace, 2002; Zeide, 2004; Garcia, 2005) . In long-lived species such as trees, however, the asymptotic horizon of size is not manifest in most observation data, and the biological realism of maximum tree size is being questioned (Thomas, 2002) .
In radial growth, there is empirical evidence that increment -not size -may have a non-zero asymptote after a decline in the medium ontogenetic phase (Abrams et al., 1999; Poage and Tappeiner, 2002 ; Lebourgeois et al., 2004) . Growth slowing is usually more salient in primary than in secondary growth, and several studies have shown that physiological and environmental constraints limit the height of trees (Ryan and Yoder, 1997; Karlsson, 2000; Koch et al., 2004) . However, upper limits to tree height also remain undetected in growth trajectories observed in forest stands, where trees experience competition, even at ages over 200 years (Smith, 1984; Pretzsch, 1996; Duplat and TranHa, 1997, Bontemps et al., 2009) . Early asymptotic patterns of tree height have been detected only in the particular conditions of open-grown trees (Minckler, 1955; Ek, 1971; Mäkelä and Sievänen, 1992; Uhl et al., 2006) . In addition, theoretical (West et al., 2001 ) and experimental (Koch et al., 2004 , Woodward, 2004 investigations have provided estimates for upper limits on tree height over a hundred metres. This order of magnitude suggests that inferences on late tree growth based on standard growth series observed in managed forests are merely speculative, in a context where harvesting operations hamper the observation of late-growth phases.
When growth series are fragmental, asymptotic-size estimates obtained from statistical fits of asymptotic growth equations are strongly sensitive to the growth equation selected (Bontemps et al., 2009) . They can also exhibit unrealistic values (Bailey and Clutter, 1974; Shifley and Brand, 1984; Bontemps et al., 2010) . This has led some authors to deny biological interpretation to asymptotic size estimates obtained in such contexts (Knight, 1968) or, as an admission of weakness, to set the asymptotic size parameter constant in the related statistical fitting procedures (Shifley and Brand, 1984) . While it remains theoretically plausible, the mathematical assumption of an asymptotic limit to the height of trees growing in forest stands can hardly be tested by observation, and it leads to estimates of weak biological significance. It is therefore relevant to question the prevalence of asymptotic growth equations in height growth modelling.
Although this issue has been briefly mentioned in Bredenkamp and Gregoire (1988) and Cieszewski, (2003) , it has received very little attention in the forestry literature. Specific developments on growth curves based on alternative assumptions to describe late height growth remain anecdotal. Duplat and Tran-Ha (1997) proposed a sigmoid growth curve with an upper oblique asymptote (asymptotic growth rate with non-zero value), which has been successfully applied to top height growth in many hal-00868938, version 1 -2 Oct 2013 contexts (Vanniere, 1984; Claessens et al., 1999) . The equation however has seven parameters, which makes their interpretation difficult (Richards, 1959; Fitzhugh, 1976) . Because trees experience increasing physiological constraints with size and height (Ryan and Yoder, 1997) , the assumption of asymptotic stationary growth rate may also appear extreme. Since long-term increases in height growth have been reported in European forests (Elfving and Tegnhammar, 1996; Kiviste, 1999; Bontemps et al., 2009) , apparent stationary late growth may actually reflect these changes (Duplat and Tran-Ha, 1997) .
Asymptotic size and asymptotic growth rate may be viewed as extreme assumptions for the description of tree height growth. Surprisingly, intermediate assumptions have been poorly explored in growth equations. In the literature, we found one example of a sigmoid growth curve where height is assumed to asymptotically behave as a concave power function of time (Cieszewski, 2003) . Though the power 1/3 postulated in this study may seem awkward, the accuracy of this equation has been highlighted. Because parabolic growth curves rely on the assumption of a continuous decline of growth over ontogeny but do not postulate any asymptotic size, they may define a sound alternative for the description of height growth patterns.
We here propose an alternative growth equation defining a sigmoid growth curve with a horizontal parabolic branch with respect to time. The equation is formulated as a 4-parameter first-order autonomous differential equation. Its accuracy was tested on top height data from seven temperate species growing in 349 pure and even-aged stands in 11 regions in France. Emphasis was placed on selecting growth data from stands of advanced ages, in various site conditions. The goodness-of-fit of this model was also compared with that of popular asymptotic-size sigmoid growth equations, namely, the Richards, the Hossfeld IV and the Korf equations (Zeide, 1993) .
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Growth equations
Sigmoid growth curve with a horizontal parabolic branch
The proposed equation is a four-parameter generalisation of the fractional function tested in Bontemps et al. (2010) . It is hereafter denoted by SPB (sigmoid with parabolic branch). It is formulated as a first order autonomous differential equation of time:
with 0 < a < b, where h is height, t is time, r is the vertical scale parameter or intrinsic growth rate, c is the horizontal location parameter, and a and b are shape parameters.
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The growth rate in Eq. 1 admits a unique maximum R at size K R , given by:
Hence, the corresponding curve is sigmoid. Since a < b, the growth rate tends towards zero when h is large, but there is no finite value of h that cancels Eq. 1 (in which case h would define the asymptotic size). In the phase plane {h, dh/dt}, the graph of Eq. 1 has a vertical half tangent in h = 0 if a-1<0, and a horizontal one if a-1>0.
The point of inflection appears as a tangible reference point in empirical growth trajectories where the asymptote is not captured (Zeide, 2004) . The equation was therefore parameterised with respect to that point. We considered the size at which the inflection point is observed as the horizontal location parameter, and the corresponding growth rate -by definition, the maximal growth rate -as the vertical scale parameter (Eq. 2). The shape parameters were rewritten with b = m2 and a = m1 m2 to ensure a lower structural correlation between them and to ease the statistical fitting procedure:
with m1 < 1 and 0 < m1, m2.
A graph representing Eq. 3 in the phase plane is given in Figure 1a . The associated growth trajectories are illustrated in Figure 1b .
Eq. 3 has no analytical closed-form solution for h(t). A closed-form limit solution to Eq.3 (see
Supplementary Appendix 1) is given by:
where:
Owing to the numerical restrictions on m1 and m2 (Eq. 3), we have  > 1. Therefore, height asymptotically behaves as a concave power function of time, and the associated curve exhibits a horizontal parabolic branch (Figure 1b , limit trajectory illustrated in Supplementary Appendix Figure 1 ). The power 1/ -the limit allometric scaling coefficient of height with time -is not mathematically related to K R (Eq. 5), which implies that the curvature of the late trajectory is not structurally depending on the height of the inflection point. Also, size trajectories are asymptotically proportional to a power 1/ of the maximal growth rate R (Eq. 4). This feature is desirable when R is assumed to reflect the effects of permanent environmental conditions on growth (the order relationship in the growth rate is conserved across sites; Garcia, 2006) . The variety of trajectories generated by the SPB equation and role of the different parameters are illustrated in Figure 2 .
hal-00868938, version 1 -2 Oct 2013 figure 1b , an additional SPB trajectory (m1 = 0.5 and m2 = 2.397) has been plotted to better illustrate the flexibility allowed for the age of inflection point. 
Asymptotic sigmoid growth curves
The Richards, Hossfeld IV and Korf asymptotic-size sigmoid growth curves are classical equations used for growth analysis (Zeide, 1993) , and were considered for comparison to the SPB growth curve.
These equations contain three parameters with one shape parameter (m). They also encompass a diverse range of less-general growth equations for particular values of m: Richards is a generalisation of the Bertalanffy equation for m = 1/3 (Richards, 1959; Pienaar and Turnbull, 1973) . It also includes the Mitscherlich equation for m = 1. The Hossfeld IV equation (Woollons et al., 1990) includes the hal-00868938, version 1 -2 Oct 2013 logistic equation for m  0. The Korf equation (Lundqvist, 1957) These equations were also parameterised to replace the intrinsic growth rate by the maximal growth rate R. The asymptote K is the horizontal scale parameter of their differential forms. Expressions for the corresponding differential equations and for the height of the inflection point (K R ) are given in the Supplementary Appendix 2, Equations A.3 to A.5. The expression of K R is given by:
where g is a function of parameter m. Therefore, the asymptote K and the height of the inflection point K R are mathematically related, and will exhibit structural correlation if m is considered global to a set of growth curves fitted and one of these parameters vary.
The graphs of these equations in the phase plane are superimposed onto that of the SPB equation in found accurate for fitting tree height growth data (Woollons et al., 1990; Zeide, 1993) .
Growth data
We tested the generality of the proposed equation with respect to species, age range, and site fertility.
The last two conditions are classical requirements for the development of site curves in pure and evenaged stand forestry (Duplat and Tran-Ha, 1997; Nord-Larsen et al., 2009 Mill.), Corsican pine (Pinus nigra ssp. laricio var. ‗Corsicana Hyl.'), Aleppo pine (Pinus halepensis Mill.), and Norway spruce (Picea abies Karst.; Franceschini et al., 2010) . Three species (sessile oak, common beech, and silver fir) were sampled in several regions, offering the opportunity to explore regional parameterisations of growth equations. A description of the dataset structure is provided in In pure and even-aged forest stands, top height is the mean height of dominant trees, defined as the 100 thickest trees at breast height per hectare. It reflects the height growth potential of tree species facing intra-specific competition in given site conditions. Past height growth of a tree can be reconstructed using stem analysis (Curtis, 1964 ) that relies on tree ring counts on discs sawn at different regular height intervals all along the tree stem. Top height growth can be reconstructed by
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applying stem analysis to a sample of dominant trees in each stand and averaging these individual curves.
For unbiased sampling of the 100 thickest trees/ha in small-sized plots, the n-1 thickest trees were sampled in plots of n/100 ha (Pierrat et al., 1995) . Five dominant trees per stand were sampled in circular plots of 0.06 ha (Duplat and Tran-Ha 1997) , and stem analyses were undertaken on the first, third and fifth tree. In total, 1047 trees were stem analysed as follows: (i) the first stem disc was sawn at a height of 0.30 m for most species (0.4 m for Corsican pine, 1.3 m for Norway spruce). Tree age was conventionally set to zero at this height; (ii) the second disc was sawn at a height of 1.30 m except for sessile oak (5.30 m); (iii) discs were then sawn at regular intervals along the stem, around 1-2 m for Aleppo pine, Corsican pine, European larch, and silver fir and around 2-3 m for common beech and sessile oak; (iv) the last measurement was the total tree height; (iv) for Norway spruce, stem analyses were conducted at an annual resolution (disks sampled between successive whorls).
Individual tree height curves were averaged for each plot after annual linear interpolation. Average heights were calculated at points including at least one true individual tree height measurement over the three curves, for all species but Corsican pine and European larch (one point every five years, Forest Service protocol). The average sampling intensity amounted to one height observation every 6.1 yrs (SD 4.6 yrs) over the dataset. Top height and age ranges, and sampling intensity, are given for each species in Table 1 . Height trajectories are plotted by species in Figure 3 . The stem analysis protocol applied on the lower part of stems well allowed detecting the inflection point on height curves.
However, there is necessary uncertainty in its location.
Available growth curves covered extended age ranges -up to 125 years in Norway spruce and Aleppo Pine, 200 years for common beech and silver fir, 225 years for sessile oak and European larch, and 250 years for Corsican pine. Within each species, a noticeable between-plot variation in growth rate was detected ( Figure 3) ; for a given age, top height often varied by a factor of two between extreme curves (typically between 15 and 30 m at 100 years, Table 1 ). This variation was more restricted for sessile oak and Norway spruce. The late growth phase was identified in all species, but it was less apparent in sessile oak. Corsican pine was the only species to show asymptotic patterns in some height curves (for ages > 200 years). In all species, the final height of the tallest trees sampled never exceeded 45 m (25 m for Aleppo pine).
Statistical method
Data correspond to a set of tree species panel data, where time series of top height growth are observed over a collection of forest plots. Each growth equation was fitted separately to each species data, using non-linear mixed-effects models (Lappi and Bailey, 1988; Bontemps et al., 2009 ) that account for variations in growth equation parameters according to organisation levels in the data. Here, the ‗plot' level is the lowest. For three species, this level is nested within an additional ‗region' level.
In mixed-effects models, individual estimates of varying parameters are considered to be realisations hal-00868938, version 1 -2 Oct 2013 of random variables, whose means and standard deviations are estimated in the procedure. Growth equations were tested with several varying-parameter schemes -or parameterisations (see below). The variation of all parameters between the different growth series of a sample is not desirable as it leads to over-fitting, and does not help summarizing growth processes. Thus, at least one shape parameter was set common to the growth series of a same regional sample. Fig. 3 . Height growth trajectories of seven tree species growing in pure and even-aged forest stands. Height growth trajectories were reconstructed from 1047 stem analyses in 349 forest plots (Table 1) .
Growth equations were fitted on data ordered as successive non-overlapping forward difference data: top height h(t) at time t was predicted from the initial condition h(t -1 ) using the integrated form of the growth equations (Eqs. A.6 to A.8, and Eq. 12 for the SPB equation), for any increment of any stand.
In Norway spruce, annual increments were directly predicted from the growth differential equations (Eqs. A.3 to A.5, and Eq. 3); we identified dh/dt and h with h(t)-h(t -1 ) and h(t -1 ) in these equations, respectively. Models were fitted by maximum likelihood, using nlme procedure of the S-PLUS software. Random effects and errors were assumed to be independent with Gaussian distribution (Lindström and Bates, 1990) . Parameterisation 1. A basic parameterisation was tested in which only maximal growth rate R had a variation between plots (Figure 3 ) and other parameters remained global over each regional sample data:
p = {R, K R , m1, m2} for the SPB equation, p = {R, K, m} for asymptotic equations
where f is the integrated form of the growth equations (Eqs. A.6 to A.8 and Eq. 12), R is the mean estimate of maximal growth rate and  R is its standard deviation,  is the residual standard error (RSE), and [t -1 , t] is the error term of the predicted increment over the time interval [t -1 , t].
Parameterisation 2. A between-plot variation in a second parameter, and their correlation (), were tested. One option was to target a parameter controlling late growth (Figure 3 ). In the SPB equation, we thus tested a variation in parameter m2 as the main driver of late height growth (Eq. 5), since we generally observed m1<<m2 (Table 2) :
However, in contrast to the asymptotic equation case, the R-families of height curves are asymptotically proportional to each other in the SPB equation (Eq. 4, Figure 2) , and the variation of m2 together with R may be redundant. Therefore, the between-plot variation in parameter K R instead of m2 was also tested:
In the asymptotic-size equations, parameter K was selected as the second varying parameter. Because K and K R are mathematically related when the shape parameter m is kept constant (Eq. 6), the variation in parameter K comes along with an implicit variation in parameter K R :
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Parameterisation 3. For three species (common beech, silver fir, and sessile oak; Table 1 ), Additional regional variation in the shape of height curves was investigated, as it has often been reported (Farr and Harris, 1979; Duplat and Tran-Ha, 1997; Bontemps et al., 2011) . Starting from parameterisation 2, between-region variations in shape parameters m2 of the SPB equation, and m of the asymptotic equations, were tested:
For a given equation, the successive parameterisations define nested models, and they were compared using the  2 likelihood ratio test (LRT). Models based on different growth equations for a given species were compared using the AIC criterion, a penalisation of log-likelihood according to the number p of model parameters (AIC = 2 (p -logL)). Lower AIC indicates a better model. The use of AIC was required in particular to evaluate the accuracy of the SPB equation relative to asymptotic equations. To not bias the comparison of growth equations accuracies, these were compared for parameterizations of a given flexibility, i.e. of a same number of random parameters.
Numerical integration of SPB equation
Numerical integration was required to fit the SPB equation to pluri-annual increment data. We used the Runge-Kutta 4 (RK4) method of numerical integration (Burden and Faires, 2001, pp. 272-282) to calculate the f RK4 approximation of f (Eq. 7) for each increment fitted:
This approximation was incorporated into a function of arguments h(t -1 ) and parameter vector p, passed to the nlme function of S-PLUS as the predictor of h(t) (see Supplementary Appendix 3).
Precision in numerical integration depends on the number n of subintervals of integration defined over hal-00868938, version 1 -2 Oct 2013
RESULTS
Parameterisation 1
Model characteristics and parameter estimates are shown in The SPB equation provided significantly better fits in all species (-67 to -17 points in AIC relative to the second best equation, -7 points for Norway spruce) but for common beech, for which the Korf equation was more accurate (-13 points in AIC, Table 2 for Aleppo pine; see Figure 3 ). For the SPB equation, standard deviations of the random plot variation of R ranged from 0.07 to 0.16 m.yr -1 . Thus, associated coefficients of variation ranged from 31% to 44% for most species, indicating a substantial variation in the maximal height growth rate between forest plots. This variation was more restricted for Norway spruce (25%) and sessile oak (19%; Figure   3 ).
In the SPB equation, estimates of parameter m1 were an order of magnitude below those of m2 ( Table   2 ). The estimate for the limit scaling exponent of height with time 1/ (Eq. 5) amounted to 0.323 on average, and varied between 0.27 (Corsican pine) and 0.43 (Aleppo pine). The height of the inflection point was below 5 m for Aleppo pine and sessile oak, and between 7 and 10 m for other species.
Estimates for parameter K in the asymptotic equations exhibited very strong dependence on the equation considered, and they were in accordance with the equations' asymptotic properties ( 
Parameterisation 2
Model characteristics and parameter estimates are shown in Table 3 .
In the previous parameterisation, m2 was found to be quantitatively predominant in the estimate of parameter  that controls late-growth in the SPB curve ( Table 2 ). This parameter set {R, m2} was allowed to vary between stands. The {R, K R } set of varying parameters was also tested (see Methods).
In the asymptotic equations, the {R, K} set of parameters was allowed to vary between stands.
Two-varying-parameter parameterisations very significantly improved the fitting accuracy of the SPB and asymptotic equations ( Table 3 ; LRT test: p<10 -4 for all tree species and equations, not presented).
Variations in the set of parameters {R, K R } in the SPB equation proved more accurate than those in {R, m2} for all tree species, with decreases in AIC of more than 50 points for most species (23 points for sessile oak, 14 points for Norway spruce). This parameterisation was retained in the next step. These two-parameter parameterisations also led to a general decrease in RSE, ranging from 0.20 to 0.55m. Once again, the SPB equation generally had the best fitting accuracy, with reductions in AIC from 15 to 80 points depending on the species. The exception concerned Corsican pine (best fit with the
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Hossfeld equation). In general, the Korf equation again provided the second best series of fits. The Richards equation again had the lowest fitting accuracy and was not considered in further analyses.
Standard deviations for the plot variation in the asymptotic height (asymptotic equations) typically ranged from 4 to 10 m ( Table 3) . The relative variation of the asymptote (20%) was on average lower than that of the maximal growth rate and ranged from 14% (silver fir) to 28% (Aleppo pine). In Norway spruce, it was reduced down to 8%. Standard deviations for the height of the inflection point (parameterisation 2 retained for the SPB equation) ranged from 1 to 2 m, corresponding to coefficients of variation around 25% (15% for silver fir, 9% for Norway spruce). The between-plot correlation of parameters R and K R (SPB equation) was as follows: not significant for Norway spruce and European larch, negative for sessile oak, and positive for all other tree species ( Table 3 ). In the asymptotic equations, the correlation between R and K was not significant for Norway spruce, negative for sessile oak, and positive for all other tree species. In the SPB equation, the scaling exponent 1/ was 0.30 on average, ranging from 0.20 (Corsican pine) to 0.39 (sessile oak; see Table 4 ).
Tree species
Scaling exponent  Model characteristics and parameter estimates are shown in Table 5 . Table 5 . Test of additional regional variation in one shape parameter of the SPB and asymptotic equations. The test was carried out with species sampled in several regions, see Table 1 . 1 parameter m in asymptotic equations, m2 in the SPB equation, see Table 4 for legends. Improvements in the model goodness-of-fit varied widely depending on the tree species. In common beech, the regional variation in the shape parameter was significant for all equations. In silver fir, the regional parameterisation was significant only for the Hossfeld equation (p = 0.0003). In sessile oak, a slight improvement was observed for the SPB equation only (p = 0.02). Again, the SPB equation was found to be significantly more accurate than the others ( Table 5) . Residuals of the SPB equation fits (Supplementary Appendix Figure 3) showed that the SPB equation remained rather inaccurate for common beech, although the goodness-of-fit with that parameterisation was higher than obtained with parameterisation 2.
Goodness of fit
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Fits of individual curves
Height curves fitted with the SPB equation are illustrated and compared to data in Figure 4 (parameterisation 2 with variation in {R, K R }, Table 3 ). Three individual curves per species were selected, both to maximise the age range covered and to illustrate the more salient aspects of the growth curve. The descriptive accuracy of the SPB curve over age range was satisfactory. The ability to mimic late growth was independent of the timing of maximal growth (early occurrence for sessile oak and Norway spruce, late for silver fir and Aleppo pine). The adequacy of the equation was more limited for late growth of Corsican pine that exhibited a more acute slowing of growth. The curvature in the height curves of common beech was stronger than that depicted in the SPB trajectories, as evidenced in Supplementary Appendix Figure 3 . Further comparisons between these fits and those obtained with asymptotic-size equations are illustrated in Supplementary Appendix Figure 4. hal-00868938, version 1 -2 Oct 2013 
DISCUSSION
For tree species growing in forest stands, height growth reduction over ontogeny following the early maximum is particularly slow (Figure 3) , even when substantial age ranges are considered ( Table 1) .
This makes it difficult to test the relevance of the asymptotic-size assumption, inherent to common growth equations. We tested the hypothesis that this assumption is unnecessary for a correct description of growth. We proposed a non-asymptotic sigmoid equation and tested it against asymptotic-size sigmoid equations over a top height growth dataset designed to cover broad stand age and site conditions, for a wide set of species.
Mathematical formulation of the growth equation
The equation proposed (Eqs. 1 and 3) represents growth as a fractional function of size. It is conceptually not different from the structure of asymptotic-size differential equations, in which growth is analysed as a product of expansion and decline functions of size (Leary and Holdaway, 1979; Zeide, 1993) . The main difference, however, is that the decline term is an inverse function that zeroes for no finite value of size, which provides the non-asymptotic property. The point of inflection in growth rate at late growth (phase plane, Figure 1a ) generated by this equation is a feature shared by those of asymptotic equations that admit a horizontal half tangent at the asymptotic size point (Korf and Hossfeld equations). Thus, the two kinds of equations can produce similar patterns at reasonable heights. The asymptotic equations tested admit a vertical half tangent for h = 0. The latter can be vertical/horizontal for the SPB equation, depending on the sign of m1 m2 -1 (Eq. 2). The fits obtained
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for all tree species (Tables 3 and 4) for the SPB equation verified the condition m1 m2 -1 < 0, also implying a vertical semi-tangent.
Growth equation parameterisation
Beyond the mathematical structure of equations, what parameters are allowed to vary across individuals -and what quantities they represent -also conditions their fitting accuracy. Growth equations were parameterised according to the maximal growth rate as a vertical scale parameter (R, Figure 1a) , as it is a basically observable property (Figure 3) . Position parameters were the height of inflection point for the SPB equation (abscissa K R of R), and the asymptotic height (abscissa K of null growth rate, Figure 1a) . Two parameter structures were tested: a basic one in which only parameter R varies between individual curves, and another that further includes a parameter preferentially related to late growth (asymptote K in asymptotic equations, and m2 in the SPB equation; see Eq. 5). For the SPB equation, we also tested an alternative variation in K R . Shape parameters were assumed to be constant, to avoid overfitting of growth curves, and in line with the search for key features in species growth patterns (Richards, 1959; Zeide, 1993 ; Figure 3 ).
In the SPB equation, the additional between-plot variation in parameter m2 proved non-significant, in contrast to that in K R . This suggested that the asymptotic proportionality in size curves provided by the single variation in parameter R (Eq. 5, Figure 2 ) was sufficient. However, a between-plot variation in K R was found significant, and was found positively related to that of R in most species (Table 3) , except for sessile oak where they were negatively correlated. A negative relationship was found for sessile oak. These results were all found consistent with those obtained from asymptotic equations: an additional variation in parameter K ( Table 3) was found significant for all species, indicating that the convergence of top height curves towards a unique asymptote was not plausible (Figure 3) . Also, the positive correlations found between R and K for most species (Table 3) suggested that the growthrelated hierarchy between forest plots tended to be conserved across the ontogenetic stages covered, which is a key assumption in the concept of site index (Garcia, 2006) . However, these correlations were seldom strong. In Norway spruce, the non-significant correlation was interpreted with respect to the restricted range of ages covered. Since parameters K and K R are mathematically related in the asymptotic equations (Eq. 6), the variation in parameter K also implied a variation in K R , and therefore correlation of the latter with R. In 3-parameter asymptotic equations, the relationship between K and K R implies that any of these parameters can be chosen as the horizontal position parameter, as long as the shape parameter m is kept constant over a sample.
Comparison of growth equation accuracies
Regardless of the parameterisations, the SPB equation performed well. For most species, it surpassed other asymptotic equations in terms of fitting accuracy. The exceptions were observed for common beech in the one-varying-parameter scheme (better fit with Korf equation, (Supplementary Appendix Figure 2a ) suggested two weaknesses for the Richards equation: a growth rate increasing too slowly at low heights and an excessively fast convergence towards the asymptote (Figure 1b) . The latter flaw was less apparent with the Hossfeld and Korf equations (Supplementary Appendix Figures 2b and 2c) , consistent with their slower convergence (Figure 1b) . However, it remained strong for sessile oak, for which growth slowing was less apparent in the data (Figure 3) , and visible but less acute in silver fir. Fits obtained with the Korf equation also provided a much more acceptable pattern at low heights (Supplementary Appendix   Figure 2c ). The explanation lies in a faster increasing expansion term in Korf (proportional to h, Eq.
A.5) than in other equations (power <1 function of h, Eqs. A.3 and A.4) . The residuals of the SPB equation fit over late growth exhibited a great improvement for sessile oak and were more satisfactory for silver fir and Aleppo pine (Supplementary Appendix Figure 2d ). While statistical criteria suggested a better fit with the SPB equation for common beech in the two-varying-parameter scheme, plots of residuals remained unconvincing, and highlighted that the SPB equation was unable to reproduce the curvature observed in the data (Figure 3) . In Corsican pine, very old stands (up to 250 yrs) were sampled and asymptotic patterns in some height curves were more salient than in other species (Figure 3) . Interestingly, the best fit was obtained with the asymptotic Hossfeld equation (Table 3 , Supplementary Appendix Figures 2b and 2d) . However, no particular flaw was identified in the SPB residuals. In general, the SPB equation fitted the observed growth patterns better than did those of the asymptotic equations at low heights. Because the power estimates for the expansion term in the SPB equation (m1 m2, Eq. 3) were very close to those of the Richards and Hossfeld equations (m), they could not account for this difference. It is thus interpreted with respect to the flexibility provided by the mathematical independence between the height of the inflection point (K R ) and the asymptotic behaviour (m2) in the SPB equation, not permitted in three-parameter asymptotic-size equations (Eq. 6). This also demonstrates the benefits of a fourth parameter in the SPB equation.
Four-parameter asymptotic sigmoid equations (with two shape parameters) have also been published (Levakovic, 1935; Garcia, 2005) , but they remain largely unused. Garcia's generalisation includes most asymptotic-size growth equations as particular cases, and in particular the three equations tested in this study and the Levakovic equation. Aside from this study, we tested Garcia equation (not presented), parameterised to identify the asymptotic height (K) and the height of the inflection point (K R ) as independent position parameters, in addition to a shape parameter. Automatic fits were difficult to obtain with the nlme procedure, and led to manually maximising the log-likelihood (fixing/varying one shape parameter value). For parameterisation 1, the fits obtained were more accurate than those of three-parameter equations, but they remained less accurate than the SPB equation for all species (+17 to +47 AIC units) but common beech (-10 units). For parameterisation 2, hal-00868938, version 1 -2 Oct 2013 the fits obtained were found singular, as they exhibited the worst accuracy among equations tested for most species, despite other equations are nested in Garcia equation. These fits were thus set aside.
While the Levakovic and Garcia equations remain important for the mathematical unification of growth equations, their expressions based on double power functions challenge the accurate statistical identification of parameters. By contrast, fits of the SPB equation revealed a systematic ease of convergence, and stability of parameter estimates with respect to initial parameter values.
The regional parameterisation was aimed at testing the ranking of growth equations when possible regional variations in shape parameters were accounted for ( Table 5 ). The SPB equation remained the most accurate in all species, but the advantage of this more flexible parameterisation was not clear (Table 5 , except in common beech where the estimate of power 1/ was significantly smaller over one regional sample). Plots of residuals did not highlight any strong improvement for common beech, indicating an inadequacy of the SPB equation for this species.
The asymptotic-size assumption and top height growth: an ungrounded paradigm?
Prior choices in the formulation of growth equations feature the way growth patterns are analysed.
When equations are based on the asymptotic assumption, the obvious indicator for describing late growth is asymptotic size. However, poor support to the asymptotic-size assumption can be found in top height growth data, even when notable ages are considered (Figure 3) . As a consequence, asymptotic-size estimates vary widely depending on the equation fitted (Tables 2 and 3) , which precludes any biological interpretation. The prevalent use of asymptotic-size equations in forestry therefore deserves further consideration. Whereas Knight's (1968) discussion of the issue has received significant attention, it remains marginally cited in forestry (a total 139 citations, mostly in fishery science, compared to 2 citations in forestry science; request on scholar.google.com dated March 7, 2012). A first explanation may lie in the implicitly higher confidence placed in asymptotic equations for extrapolation purposes. In our view, however, extrapolation is not precluded using the nonasymptotic equation proposed, since its mathematical form remains strongly constrained (sigmoid curve with decreasing late growth), and it behaved well on a growth dataset giving particular consideration to late growth. A second explanation is that asymptotic growth equations most often originated in other fields of research where asymptotic growth may be more common, including animal growth (Bertalanffy and Schnüte equations), animal and human demography (Gompertz and logistic equations), growth of plant organs (Richards equation, all cited in Zeide 1993) , or crop yield (Nelder equation, Nelder, 1961) . A noticeable exception is the Korf equation (Zarnovican, 1979) , which interestingly exhibits a slow rate of convergence towards maximum size.
Under the non-asymptotic assumption, growth slowing over ontogeny gets quantified in terms of curvature in late-growth trajectories: the limit behaviour of height in the SPB equation was shown to allometrically scale with time (Eq. 5). The estimates for the scaling exponent 1/ ranged from 0.20 (Corsican pine) to 0.39 (sessile oak), and from 0.26 to 0.37 when these two species were set apart hal-00868938, version 1 -2 Oct 2013 (Table 4 ). An approximation of 1/3 for this scaling coefficient would thus be reasonable for these tree species. Interestingly, this shows some similarity with Cieszewski's modification of the Hossfeld IV equation (Cieszewski, 2003) : h(t) 3 = a t m / (c + t m-1 ), that tends toward a t (and h(t)  a t 1/3 when t >> c).
CONCLUSIONS
Top height growth in pure and even-aged stands can be accurately described by a non-asymptotic curve, with better performances than those of asymptotic curves. 
Limit approximations to these analytical solutions (late growth behaviour)
These equivalents were calculated based on the fundamental equivalents, and by considering that the initial condition h(t 0 ) is small relative to K.
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we draw attention onto the fact that, while the present code is surely restricted with respect to the variety of situations where numerical integration is needed, it however remains of a very straight access.
Analysis of model residuals for parameterisation 2.
Fits obtained with the Richards equation (Figure 2a ) revealed systematic underestimation for heights between 5 and 10 m and at the extremity of height curves. These biases were less obvious for Corsican pine and European larch. The same biases were observed with the Hossfeld equation (Figure 2b) , with a slightly lower magnitude for European larch and Corsican pine. Underestimation at low heights was reduced using the Korf equation (Figure 2c ) for common beech, sessile oak, European larch and Aleppo pine. By contrast, initial growth (0-5 m) was underestimated for silver fir, Corsican pine, and
European larch. For most species, underestimation of late growth was also reduced with the Korf equation. Residuals in sessile oak suggested that even the Korf equation underestimated late growth (Figures 1b and 3) . A slight height overestimation could be detected in Corsican pine, for which asymptotic patterns were detected ( Figure 3 ). Residual plots obtained with the SPB equation revealed no apparent bias across the range of tree height for all species but for common beech (Figure 2d ).
Abnormal curvatures in residuals of initial growth were no longer apparent in silver fir and Corsican pine. Late growth was also more correctly estimated for sessile oak and silver fir. Overestimation for late growth in Corsican pine remained. In common beech, residuals obtained with the SPB equation
showed height overestimation at around 10 m and at late growth, and underestimation between 20 and 30 m. This suggested that the equation was unable to predict the rather strong concavity of height curves in that area as compared with other species (Figure 3 ).
